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LUminaiReS

kalix

Options Suffix:

/A Kalix Style A
/B Kalix Style B
/AD  Intelligent Addressable Luminaire* 
/ST Self Testing Luminaire*
/SG Silver Grey

* One lamp only

Superbly designed wall light suitable for hotels  
and commercial buildings
Kalix is an impressive and sleek range of elegantly profiled fluorescent luminaires which 
utilises the latest energy saving high performance 14W T5 lamps.

Manufactured from sheet steel, Kalix is available in white 
as standard and can also be supplied in silver-grey with a choice 

of 2 diffusing fascias to accommodate the ambience of their 
installation.

This unobtrusive but robust high quality high frequency 
luminaire provides an impressive soft diffused illuminance 
and its minimalistic low profile design creates a superb wall or 

ceiling mounted luminaire.

Available in single and twin 14W high-frequency mains 
versions, Kalix offers the option of integral 3 hour BSI 
approved emergency control gear which on mains failure 

ensures reliable emergency back up, achieving a Ballast 
Lumens Factor (BLF) of 32%.

The Kalix range of Luminaires are suitable as Slave 
Luminaires for use with central battery or static 
inverter systems and can be specified for use with 

self test or intelligent addressable emergency gear.

IP20

Kalix in white 
Style A

Kalix in silver-grey 
Style B

Mains Luminaires
Cat No. Lamp Lumens Kg
KAL14 14W T5 HF - 2.60kg
KAL2X14 2X14W T5 HF - 2.70Kg

Emergency Luminaires
Cat No. Mode/Lamp Lumens* Kg
KAL14/M3 M3 14W T5 Emergency 384 3.50Kg
KAL214/M3 M3 2x14W Emergency 384 3.60Kg

Slave Luminaires 
Cat No. Mode/Lamp Lumens* Kg
KAL14/#/D Slave 14W T5 AC/DC 500 2.60Kg

*  Emergency Lumens 
Replace # with AC/DC system voltage 24, 50, 110 or 230 Volts
*  For other durations, specify the required time period e.g. /M3 but for 1 hour duration becomes /M1 
Dimensions: Length 585mm x Width 200mm x Depth 42mm
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